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Does Your Eye Color Reveal  
Anything About Your Personality? 

Art and Article by Lily Hurst 

Prince:  
The Death of a Legend 

By: Maddie Weisblatt 
 

 

 

Prince Rogers Nelson, better known         

as Prince, was one of the most famous               

people alive. Unfortunately, on Thursday,         

April 21, 2016, he passed away in his               

hometown of Chanhassen, Minnesota. His         

airplane made an emergency landing so that             

he could go to the hospital for extreme               

pain. He was later seen in a pharmacy               

buying painkillers over the counter. This is             

the very last place he was seen. 

 

Prince was famous for his amazing           

guitar playing, fantastic songs including         

Purple Rain, When Doves Cry, and While             

My Guitar Gently Weeps, his movie Purple             

Rain, and especially his symbol. Prince’s           

symbol (also known as the “love symbol”             

and pictured above) was said to be a               

mixture of the symbol for men and the               

symbol for women. In 1993, he changed his               

name to the “love symbol” but later             

changed it back to Prince. 

 

In conclusion, Prince was an iconic           

superstar who was known all around the             

world. He was loved by many and paved               

the way for a lot of young aspiring singers                 

and songwriters as well. He will be greatly               

missed but his music will live on forever. 

Believe it or not, scientists have      

actually done studies on how eye      

color connects to someone’s    

personality. You’re probably   

thinking, why would they take time      

to study something that has no      

connection to personality types    

whatsoever? I thought the same thing      

too, until I found an article at       

http://www.healthguidance.org/entry

/13545/1/What-Your-Eye-Color-Tells-A

bout-You.html. I decided to read it      

and although one’s personality isn’t     

defined by eye color, it was actually       

pretty interesting.  

This article even admitted that     

the correlation between eye color     

and actual personality has very little      

proven evidence. It’s more of a      

self-fulfilling prophecy. However, if    

your arm length can determine your      

future height, why not read about it?       

People with combined eye colors     

whether it’s amber-brown, blue-    

hazel, or green-blue are thought to      

have combined personalities. It was     

found that those with blue eyes are       

associated with youthfulness, and    

lower levels of aggression. Although,     

it also depends on the shade. For       

example, those with piercing blue     

eyes or darker eyes tend have less of        

an innocent and playful appearance     

as those with more of an intense       

color. Therefore, people often think     

of them as not innocent and more       

intense than those with a softer eye       

color.  

People with brown eyes are     

said to be more loyal, though not       

submissive. Often they are not only      

perceived as loyal but also exhibit      

self-confidence,  drive,  and traits of a  

 

natural born leader. It is believed that       

those with brown eyes often have      

difficulty sleeping, getting up in the      

morning, and poorer sleep cycles.  

All the people who have green      

eyes are known to have a more       

magical look to them because there      

eye color is so rare. In fact, green is         

the rarest eye color out there, only 2%        

of the population has it. Green is       

actually the result of a mild amount of        

pigmentation in the eye with a tint of        

gold. Green-eyed people are said to be       

fiery with a high energy level.  

People out there with hazel eyes      

are lucky to have such a unique eye        

color. Some people say that this color       

can change from green to brown      

depending on your mood or the light,       

they are even said to look gold       

sometimes! Hazel eyes are said to be       

fun and spontaneous, while the green      

is seen as a mischievous side. Also, the        

light shade of brown is thought of as        

an approachable color.  

Lastly, people with grey eyes are      

known to be the least aggressive and       

have a wise look to them. Grey eyes        

are really just a lighter and more       

gentle shade of blue.  

Whatever eye color you have, all      

colors are beautiful. Your eyes do not       

necessarily define who you are. 
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Pakka Pets 
By Christina S. 

Pakka Pets is a virtual pet game that is like a combination            

of Tamagotchi, Pokemon, and Animal Crossing. You start off         

with a spotted egg that hatches into a baby pet named Teesprout            

and depending on how you take care of them they evolve into            

different Pakkas. There are six different eggs all with different          

pets and evolutions. If you were to ignore your Pakka completely           

without killing them they would turn into a Poonai. 

 

You can buy food, medicine, and decorations in the shop          

and you can mix up certain items into other items with greater            

stats. There are also a variety of minigames you could play like            

the one in the movie theater or you can go on a quest in the               

town. Quest are different based on which Pakka you have. Every           

time you finish a quest you get a quest coin. Quest coins are used              

to unlock other places in town like the sewers. 

I would rate this game a 10/10 it’s extremely adorable and           

fun to play. It’s free to play on an iPhone. 

 
 

 
 

6th Grade Class Survey  
by Maya McCain 

 

 

My Mask  
by Kyle Jack 

I am not what you think me to be  
I am simply a courier who is carrying a message. 

 
I speak for those who don't and for those who can’t  

and for those who have been silenced. 
 

I am ashamed of what I have done,  
I used to judge 

 but now that I am older  
I understand why these people are in hiding.  

 
Many refer to them as different people  

as if they are not people at all  
but I believe that these poor souls are people, 

 angels that have fallen and we must help them get back up.  
 

And those who are prejudiced are the devils  
who rip off the angel's wings and ground them,  

but we can help even if it’s only a spark  
we must help those sparks ignite into flames of hope.  

 
Those who are prejudiced are enslaved by their beliefs  

and do not understand what many go through.  
 

I am not like the others,  
I may hide but not like the others.  

I am not an angel for my wings were lost a long time ago.  
 

I am simply a boy who has gone through pain  
and treated with vulgarity my whole life.  

Now I speak not for myself but for the hidden,  
for the silenced and I am not the only one.  

 
As long as the truth lives,  

hope burns bright and it will guide the hidden  
showing them that there is no need to be afraid, 

 that they are just like us.  
 

We are all unique,  
we are all human.  

We all hide a part of ourselves  
that we don’t want anyone to see.  

 
I have a darkness that is my greatest struggle.  
I was chained to the ground for most of my life  

because of someone I held dear to me  
but he is gone and even though I miss him I am finally free.  

 
I have shame, I have anger, I have sorrow  

and that is why I wear a mask. 

 

Quote of the Week 
By Cody Bucher 

“It is our choices  

that tell people who we are  

far more than our abilities.” 

-Albus Dumbledore 
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